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Battle of the Councils
By Jake Wilk
While being in a fraternity consists of rush, social events, and brotherhood, one aspect
sometimes forgotten is the philanthropic capabilities of a Greek organization. This past spring,
our fraternity helped to start the First
Annual Battle of the Councils, which is a
basketball tournament between Alpha
Epsilon Pi, Phi Delta Theta, Alpha Phi
Alpha, and the Que. This is the first
event where multiple brotherhoods from
all of the Greek Life councils came to
participate in a philanthropic event.
Congratulations to Phi Delta Theta on
taking first place. We look forward to
continuing this annual philanthropic
activity while also including more
chapters to participate.
Along with this event, we look forward to starting a new philanthropy event, the Puppies and Pi
Boys. This is a daylong effort that will take place this year in order to raise money, which will be
donated to a worthy cause. If you have any suggestions about which
cause would be a good idea, please reach out.
The concept of Tzedakah is an important Jewish value that we as a
brotherhood hold dearly and we plan to fulfill this value through our
philanthropic events this coming year.
Fraternally,
Jake Wilk
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Elephante Block
By Mitch Barnett
So you’re probably wondering, who is Elephante? Well he is an EDM DJ who has performed at
music festivals such as Moonrise and was main stage at Electric Zoo. For our first block (aka
tailgate) against Indiana, we decided to pair with Sigma Alpha Epsilon and contract two DJs,
Justin Caruso and Elephante. Caruso is a DJ and student from University of Southern California
who opened up for Elephante.

It is reported that Elephante said to one of the brothers, “Even though I’m from Ann Arbor and
supposed to hate you, this was the most lit college party
I’ve played at.”
We plan to continue having a blast at our blocks this fall,
and we would love for you all to come check out our block
during alumni weekend for the Maryland game.
Fraternally,
Mitch Barnett
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Trust the Process
By Noah Berko
The brothers of the Philadelphia 76ers have continued to use this phrase throughout their many
years of rebuilding. I immediately caught on to this phrase and will use it during my term as
Pledgemaster of this fraternity. I have been looking forward to this role for a while now and I
want to strengthen the seven fall pledges that we currently have along with properly introducing
them into the brotherhood.
I would like to thank the previous Pledgemaster Danny Pierce for guidance and help with this
process along with my Pledgemaster Adam Sidrane who has had a lasting effect on me.
I plan on working with the pledges in order to help them grow as people and help them grow into
the brotherhood. At the end of the day, these pledges will become our brothers and the next
leaders of the fraternity. We want to see them grow and progress. Ultimately, they need to trust
the process.
While I am focused on helping incorporate
these pledges into our fraternity, I am also
looking forward to my term in the spring as
Pledgemaster where freshmen can pledge.
My dad, Eric Berko, was in the Eta Chapter
and I plan to make him proud with how I
help these pledges grow as people and as
brothers.
Fraternally,
Noah Berko
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A Note from Our Lieutenant Master
By Dan Goldstein
Part of my job as Lieutenant Master is that I help take care of a majority of the main house
issues. Over the summer and in the beginning of the
year, I work tirelessly with ESPONDA Associates to
renovate the house.
Some of the renovations to the house included:
•

New wifi system

•

Repainting chapter room, staircases, and third
and fourth floors

•

Buying dinner tables and chairs

•

Hiring a new cooking company

•

Adding TVs to the first and second floors.

While these renovations have helped the quality of
the house, we are always looking for ways to help improve the house. If you want to help in
anyway, please do not hesitate to reach out. We are always looking for help in these situations.
Another part of my job is to manage the minor board. One thing that we are focusing much effort
on this semester is our philanthropic events. We are
currently planning the Puppies and Pi Boys and our
Battle of the Councils basketball tournament.
Overall, I look forward to continuing my term this
semester and helping the fraternity grow to newer
heights.
Fraternally,
Dan Goldstein
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Note from Our Master
By Corey Greenblat
Brothers,
For those who do not know me, my name is Corey Greenblat. I am a senior studying
Political Science. As I begin the second half of my term, I have realized how much I have grown
in this process, along with the chapter as a whole. We have made incredible strides since the
executive board took over and we plan on continuing those strides along with helping the future
executive board members thrive in leading this fraternity.
During my time as Master, we have had philanthropic events; we were awarded the best
fraternity at BuckeyeThon, and had exciting social events. While these are all great for the
chapter, we continuously strive to also do things outside of just the current brothers of the
chapter. We want to include the alumni in what is going on with the Eta Chapter. Because of
that, we would love to see you all at the alumni
weekend. This will be the weekend of October 6-7
for the Maryland Homecoming game. It is very
important to me that we have our alumni involved
and feels like they are still active in our
brotherhood.
If you have any questions or concerns,
please do not hesitate to reach out to me or
respond to this email. Alumni thoughts are always
welcome.
Fraternally,
Corey Greenbat
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Shout Outs

Here are some alumni enjoying their time getting together

1980s Reunion:
David Emerling – 1981
Doug Radman – 1982
Ron Mesler – 1982
Bob Friedman – 1981

If you have pictures please
send them in to
kbader@bex.net

